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About This Game

Have you ever had this weird feeling, that the parallel world really exist? What if the door to that forbidden place hides in your
bookshelf? Your mother used to be a covert chronicle keeper - a guardian that supports the stable connection between both

worlds. After the sudden attack of evil force, you are the only one, who can save her. Do you have what it takes to keep up with
family tradition? One book can change a life forever... Be brave enough to read the Chronicle Keepers: Dreaming Garden!

 2 parallel worlds - the gem makes you see, what's unseen

 huge amount of well-thought-out side quests

 thrilling storyline

 breathtaking graphics and fabulous soundtrack

 17 Hidden Objects scenes and over 45 different, magical locations
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Title: Chronicle Keepers: The Dreaming Garden
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Novaq Games
Publisher:
Novaq Games
Release Date: 11 Jun, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3 / Vista / 7 / 8

Processor: Pentium 4 2.4 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 128MB DirectX 9.0c compatible

Storage: 1600 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatble

English
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Great game this. Loooks amazing. Was dissapointed wth the ending :(. If you're a fan of old jRPGs then you'll definitely like it.
Game is good and I'm glad I've got it so cheap, because it's really short. But it's worth to play. I enjoyed every moment
reminding my time spent with classics. It could have been longer with more crafting, fighting, etc. But still 6.5/10.. This is a
unique and interesting RTS game. The graphics are a bit dated, but the gameplay is still epic and involved. There is a bit of a
learning curve involved (especially if you are used to other types of games), but still you can get hours of entertainment out of
this game.. Killed my enemies. 10/10. Who in their right mind think roleplaying as a weeaboo is fun?!

NO. I played it a huge amount of time back in the day when it came out and now finally got it on steam.
The setting is dark, unique and twisted, the visuals aged quite well and the gameplay still is great.
Up to 4 Ships are fully customizable and differ your approach and outcome of each mission individually.
The missions vary from escorts over large-scale pirate-battles to stealthmissions, there also are some bonus-goals and free-roam
after most missions.

if you like non(or less) generic shooters this might be for you. The best route I've seen from Dovetail. I love everything exept
the fact that the Southern Pacific part of the route isn't there and that the old route isn't there. Would love to see the Old Route
in the Map. Also, why isn't there a Free Roam Scenario?

I give this route a 8\/10;

Positive
- Amazing Details. (+0.5)
- Lovely Loco's and Rolling Stock. (+1)
- Big map. (+1)
- 3D Train tracks .(+2)
- Custom assets. (+1)
- New Loco's. (+2.5
- Not a electric route. (+1)
- New rail-road company; Western Pacific. (+0.5)
- Very good Scenario's. (+0.5)

Negative
- Old Route not included. (-0.5)
- Not engough Loco's and Rolling Stock. (-0.5) *Where are the Passenger Locomotives and Rolling Stock?
- No Free-Roam Scenario's. (-0.5)
- No Scenario's with atleast one Steam-Locomotive included. (-0.5)
Total: 10-2= 8\/10. It's pretty awesome to fly around 2D space solving complex puzzles with controls an Atari joystick could
accomodate. The graphics are lush, rendering various environments for your robot to wander through while searching for a
fallen comrade that include caverns, factories, and occasionally trippy things difficult to describe.
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This game can be beaten in 11 minutes. Now, that's not necessarily a bad thing, the bad thing is that the store page here
emphasizes how there is a "unqiue story every time you play" and I don't really care, because none of my choices felt like they
mattered at the end. Maybe that's supposed to be some kind of artsy message, but that could of been done in a way that sitll
made it a good game.. Amazing in VR.. Seems like it would be a pretty fun game if the servers weren't so laggy.

I'd recommend to try it and see how the servers treat you.. the game is sooooo good but their is one issue...Everytime I die it
starts this mega crappy lag and i would have to reboot the game. The last case animatronics was really good, but this one just
lagged everytime i died. Ive been working on the lag for 48 hours straight ( no joke ) and nothing has changed. All my other
games work completely fine except this one. I dont know if this is a bug, or its my computer, but im going with a bug because
like I said all my other game work COMPLETELY fine, and I have a really good alienware desktop that has alot of storage and
good ram. SOOOOOOOOOO, I think its a bug. Simplistic game...which is what I was looking for. Just looking for basic board,
casino, & card games. Bought the combo Mega Pack for about $20, which included the Casino 'Mega' pack, the Card games
'Mega' Pack, the Puzzles & Board Games pack and an additional Mahjong Ultimate. Many titles are repetitive. The Mahjong is
included in the Puzzles combo. Several card games are duplicated across the Casino and the Card Games Pack.

Overall, I'm unimpressed and frustrated with it. I've logged 15 hrs on it, and will still probably play it more. I've tried about 50%
of the titles included. It's a functional time-waster\/procrastination tool. Visually, it looks good enough, and is not overly
animated which would only slow down game play. It does allow you to save a few profiles which hold your visual settings per
profile, and your winnings\/losses in the Casino games.

However, my gripes however, are as follows:
1. No Game Play options in any titles, beyond very basic visual background options and sound volumes. There are 0 rule
options, and therefore no variation available in game play. Ie. Solitaire is only the 1 variation. Dominoes is not a version which
allows scoring points. etc.
2. Game difficulty logic is very simple, not adjustable, and for the most part not challenging at all. I've never lost at
Backgammon once, can't lose at Mancala now that I've figured out the pattern of opponent moves, etc...yet, get crushed in Chess
continually because I'm terrible. Honestly, I'm no good at any of them and I shouldn't be able to go undefeated against the
computer.
3. Mancala has bug that freezes it. There is literally no support anywhere to be found.
4. No statistics of any sort, even just win\/loss %s are not kept. That's exclusive of Casino which of course is based on a starting
wage. I've haven't lost all my money yet, but it sounds like from the forums that there is no way to go completely broke and lose.

So, dissatisfied. I dropped a few dollars thinking it would be better and more versatile than just Standard Microsoft titles of the
same. But it did not include even as many options as those OS embedded games. There were surprisingly few Steam choices in
this genre. I suppose I'm the only one that wants to play such mindless games.

If I had it to do over, I'd have just bought the Casino Package for $5 or so and looked elsewhere for cards and board game titles.
The Casino games I've played have been satisfactory, including Craps and Roulette.

Hope this helps someone.
Btw, I'm running W10
. i bought the pack but the weapons are not showing up in the weapons menu.. Good, dynamic Western shooter! Full immersion!
Good graphics and voice, a large selection of weapons. Recommend to purchase!
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